
TIK TOK



What is Tik Tok
is a video-sharing social network that
allows its users to create, share, and
discover short videos

is funny, l ighthearted, and humorous

Play



Some history

ByteDance first
launched TikTok
under the name of
Douyin in China,
before launching
the TikTok app in
international
markets in 2017

In late 2017,
ByteDance
purchased Music.ly

Fast forward to
2020 and TikTok
has sky-rocketed
not only amongst
teens, but with
users of all ages



Because it's easy to create video 

With cool video editing features and
effects 

There are funny and engaging content 

Because it's authentic

What's its strenght?

Play

https://later.com/blog/tiktok-video-editor-instagram/


#1: For You Page

Overview of the App

TikTok’s coveted For You page is the
default content feed for users who open
the app. Here you’l l f ind an endless
stream of suggested videos curated by
the TikTok algorithm based on your
previous activity.



#2: The Following Video Feed

Overview of the App

Engage with all of the content shared
by the accounts you already follow.



#3: The Discover Tab

Overview of the App

In the Discover feed, you can search for
trending videos, users, sounds, and
hashtags.



#4: Notification

Overview of the App

To view comments and likes tap the
notification icon at the bottom of the
home screen, you will also see who as
replied to your comments or started
following you.



The best performing TikToks are often
the ones that are easy to replicate by
the masses, or are a spin-off of an
existing trend

The most basic and fun concepts are
the most successful on TikTok

Best performing
content



2 Reasons TikTok
could be good for
your social strategy

#1: Level-up Your Creative Video
Content

#2: Tap Into a New Audience
Demographic



TikTok Algorithm 
#1: Exposure is Based on the
Performance of Each Video

TikTok algorithm takes into account the
interactions on each individual video,
rather than your profile as a whole.



TikTok Algorithm 
#2: The TikTok Algorithm Takes
into Account Multiple Indicators

Rewatches, video completions, shares,
comments, and likes.

Play



TikTok Algorithm 
#3: Initial Exposure is Based on
Geo-location

Because of this, there’s a lot of
potential for smaller organizations

Play



#4: Using Trending Hashtags and
Sounds Helps

TikTok Algorithm 

Hashtags and Sounds (i.e. the music
you use in your TikTok video) are two
of the best ways to boost the
discoverabil ity of your content.



TikTok Algorithm 
#5: Videos Can Suddenly Go Viral,
Even Older Ones

Videos can have a much longer shelf l ife
than on other platforms, l ike Instagram.

Play



Instagram vs TikTok





What's the difference?

Many business profiles are
unable to access
Instagram’s music feature.

This means you have to
create your own audio or
fi lm and edit it outside of
Instagram.

Music Options for
Business Accounts

INSTAGRAM TIK TOK

Users have access to all of
TikTok’s Sound library.

TikTok videos with Original
Sound that can then be
used by other TikTok
users.



What's the difference?

video effects are more
limited — users can only
select effects from the
Instagram Effects l ibrary
before they fi lm each video
clip.

Video Editing Tools
and Features

INSTAGRAM TIK TOK

Filters are super popular as
well as funny voice effects
and voiceover tools.

TikTok allows duet,
reaction, and stitch
features.



What's the difference? Algorithm

INSTAGRAM TIK TOK

User interactions
Video information
Device and account
settings
And more?

TikTok algorithm is secret,
but it gets influenced by:

Interest
Engagement
Timeliness
Stories

Instagram algorithm gets
influenced by:



What's the difference? Paid Advertising and
E-commerce

INSTAGRAM TIK TOK

TikTok currently offers In-
Feed Ads, Brand
Takeovers, TopView,
Branded Hashtag
Challenges, and Branded
Effects.

As of now, brands and
businesses cannot roll out
any paid ads on Instagram
Reels, but they can work
with creators and
influencers to create
branded content.



What's the difference? Demographics and
Content

INSTAGRAM TIK TOK

the demographic on TikTok
seems to skew younger
than Instagram Reels.

TikTok is more “anti-
aesthetic”.

Brands, businesses, and
influencers are more
selective on Reels and
share more on-brand and
aesthetically pleasing
content.



TikTok Pro Account



Pro Account
Tik Tok offer content creator the
possibil ity to have a Pro account

Pro account is free



How to create 
videos that convert

#1: Always use vertical video 
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How to create 
videos that convert

#1: Always use vertical video 

#2: Keep it concise

#3: Be authentically you

#4: Create engaging content 

#5: Create description captions  



Using TikTok Ads



4 types of Ads

Ad will play as soon
as a targeted Tik Tok
user opens their app
for the first time.

Only one brand can
appear per day for
each type of
audience

Brand takeovers Top View

A top view Ad
seamlessly becomes
the first in-feed
post after three
seconds

Native video ads 

Ads that appear in
between user videos
as you scroll
through the For You
page 

Sponsored hashtag
challenges 

Encourage user
generated content
and to build brand
awareness on tik
tok.



Questions


